Various Caster Tables are available to assist in the safe and efficient handling of your IG Units.

**Processing Capabilities**
- **Equipment Type:** IG Handling Equipment
- **Maximum Glass Size:** Per requirement

**Technical Specifications**
- **Working Height:** 34”–38”
- **Compressed Air:** 50–60 PSI*
- **Electrical Requirement:** 120VAC, 15A*

**Industries**
- Architectural

*Required for tilting option.

**Key Advantages**
- Heavy Duty Strength: For safe handling of your IG Units
- Variable Sizes: Fit seamlessly into existing operations
- Non-Marking Caster Wheels
- Tilting Option for Efficient Handling of Larger Lites

**Supporting Equipment**
- Heat Press
- Cold Roll Press
- AirGlyde Application Table
- AirGlyde Assembly Table
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